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Agenda

1. What do we mean by working capital?

2. Why is working capital so important?
3. Measuring and analysing working capital
4. Global trends
5. Delivering sustainable improvement
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What do we mean by working capital?
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Financial Working Capital
Balance sheet extract

A: Current Assets

B: Current Liabilities

Receivables (Trade & other)

Payables (Trade & other)

Inventory

Short term debt

Cash & equivalents

Accruals

Prepayments
A – B: Net Working Capital = Liquidity
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Operating Working Capital

Trade Receivables

+

Inventory

-

Trade Payables

Cash Conversion Cycle
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The importance of working capital
There are many reasons motivating companies to improve working capital
 Even for companies with surplus cash, there remain a range of reasons, from sound financial discipline
to funding growth

Good discipline

Cash-performance is a measure of business efficiency (how lean?), and effectiveness (how well do
different functions combine to drive performance?)

Leverage

Leveraged businesses will often focus on working capital to reduce debt

Self-fund
transformation

Often initiated alongside other transformation activity to self-fund change

Cheap capital

Working capital remains one of the cheapest form of capital. Improving working capital can also
improve credit ratings, which will reduce the cost of borrowing

Acquire, invest or
distribute

Working capital is being used to ensure that the investment agenda does not suffer in tougher
times

Stakeholder
focus

Suppliers, customers, JV partners, investors, credit rating agencies and analysts are focusing on
cash

Business value

Improving cash and free cash flow helps improve business valuation. It also helps manage risk

Regulatory
environment

Changes to capital rules, liquidity and leverage ratios have increased importance of cash. Further
changes to the rules and ratios are likely to impact the cost of bank lending and banks’ risk appetite
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Impact on shareholder value
The importance of working capital - theory
Increase
shareholder value

Increase retained
operating profit

Increase
gross profit

Improve capital cost
and efficiency

Return on Invested
Capital %

Decrease operating
expenses

Improve capital
deployment

Reduce cost
of capital

 Higher sales
 Lower COGS

Reduce
working capital

Increase Free Cash Flow

ROIC

-

Source: Based on Economic Profit / EVA model developed by Stern Stewart & Co

WACC

x

Invested Capital
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 Longer DPO
 Shorter DIO
 Shorter DSO

Value Created (EVA)
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Working capital in context
Global issues we see in working capital management

Macro issues

Micro issues

Geopolitical change and instability

Cultural alignment

Sustainability and corporate responsibility

Supply chain agility

Changing consumption habits

Harmonisation/extension of payment terms

Longer riskier supply chains

Forecasting accuracy/poor quality data

Access to credit for SMEs

Emphasis on analytics

Slowing or slow growth economies

Greater focus on mitigating supply chain risk

Big data, mobile and digital commerce

Global process integration
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How do successful companies manage working capital?

1

Benchmark performance against sector and peer group

2

Improve visibility and leverage information / data

3

Enable a cash-focused culture
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Incremental
improvements
in operational
efficiency
Benchmark
performance
against sector
and peer group
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Embrace new
technologies
Benchmark
performance against sector and peer group
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Smart useBenchmark
of finance performance
solutions against sector and peer group
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How do you embed a working capital and cash focused culture?

Typical barriers

What do successful companies do?

 Economy in up-turn

 Top level sponsorship

 Growth is top priority

 Communicate ambition and progress regularly

 Strong margins

 Revise key performance indicators – to include
cash flow and balance sheet measures

 Plenty of headroom

 Align objectives, targets and incentives across
the organisation

 Already cash rich
 Focus on Income Statement
 Lack of senior sponsorship

 Make clear who is responsible and accountable
for working capital performance

 No clear ownership of working capital

 Raise awareness and skill levels

 Culturally conservative

 Use data smartly to inform
 Understand the key drivers
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Working capital touches most parts of the business
…and relies upon cross-functional collaboration
Many levers and stakeholders

Sales

Sourcing

Forecasting

Sales

Sourcing

Order
processing

Ordering

Production
planning

Order
processing

Ordering

Distribution

Receiving

Manufacturing

Distribution

Receiving

Billing

Invoice
processing

Storage

Billing

Invoice
processing

Collection

Payments

Collection

Payments

Customer

Supplier

Physical supply chain

Financial supply chain

Massive potential for inefficiencies
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Key Messages

•

Working capital is at the heart of every business

•

It is a strategic value driver, enabling growth, investment and shareholder returns

•

It’s easy to understand – but remarkably hard to get right

•

Optimising working capital blends operational efficiencies and financial tools

•

It continues to be a major focus for most of our clients

•

The Treasurer has a significant opportunity to drive the working capital agenda
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HSBC team at ATEL conference
Please do reach out to them !

Speakers :
Ian FLEMING

Hans-Joachim KARRAS

Managing Director, Working Capital Group

Director, Global Liquidity and Cash Management, NBFI Sales

ian.fleming@hsbc.com
+44 20 7992 2421 London

Hans-Joachim.Karras@hsbc.de
+49 69 71903-313 Frankfurt

Relationship Managers :

Cash Management :

FX :

Andrea NINI

Sijia DUAN

Vincent LIEGEOIS

Relationship Mgr, Commercial Banking ISB

China Desk, GLCM Sales Manager

Head of Corporate Sales, BeNeLux

andrea1.nini@lu.hsbc.com
+352 223833 203 M:+352 621 456 949

sijia.duan@hsbc.com
+352 223833 206 M:+352 621 435 608

Shyam SANKER

Tim HERMESDORF

Head of Multinationals

GLCM Senior Sales Manager

shyam.sanker@hsbc.com
+352 223833 215 M:+352 621 372 644

tim1.hermersdorf@lu.hsbc.com
+352 223833 202 M:+352 621 340 708

Koen QUINTENS
Head of Global Banking & GLCM
koen1.quintens@lu.hsbc.com
+352 223833 200 M:+352 621 240 978

vincent.liegeois@hsbcgroup.com
+ 44 20 79917828 London

Robert A SEIJAS
GLCM Senior Integration Manager
robertseijas@hsbc.com
+ 44 782439 2982 London
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Disclaimer

© Copyright HSBC Bank Plc 2018.
All rights reserved.
No part of this document may be reproduced, stored, distributed or transmitted in any form without the prior written permission of HSBC
Bank Plc.
This document is issued by HSBC Bank Plc (HSBC) and is intended for reference and illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute an
offer or advice for you to purchase from or otherwise enter into a transaction with HSBC.
The information contained in this document may include information from third parties who HSBC believe to be reliable but such
information will not have been independently verified by HSBC. All information contained in this document (including without limitation,
information about products, terms and conditions, pricing, forecasts, market influences and HSBC policy) is subject to change from time
to time without any obligation on HSBC to give notice of such change to you.
Whilst HSBC will try to ensure that the information in this document is current, accurate and complete at the date of publication, it cannot
guarantee this and therefore it makes no representation (express or implied) about the currency, accuracy or completeness of that
information. HSBC cannot accept liability for any direct, indirect or consequential losses arising from the use of or the reliance on the
information contained in this document by any person and such liability is excluded to the maximum extent permitted by law. You are
responsible for making your own evaluation about the products referred to in this document. HSBC recommends that before you make
any decision or take any action that might affect you or your business, you consult with suitably qualified professional advisers to obtain
the appropriate financial, legal, accounting, tax or other advice.
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